
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
commercial marketing manager. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for commercial marketing manager

Identify the competitor and business trends of the business
Develop thought leadership content sharing opportunities and manage
streamlined distribution
Engage with other lines of business and firm partners
Execute the Retail & Trade marketing strategy for Sportstyle (Teamsport,
Running/Training, etc)
Define marketing strategy and develop a customer-centric, multi-channel
marketing plan that influences customers and prospects along the sales cycle
and drives business results
Work closely with business leaders and leverage market, competitive and
customer intelligence to develop a deep understanding of market
opportunities, customer insights and business drivers
Lead development of a content strategy and editorial calendar in
collaboration with business, PR and channel marketing partners in order to
enhance our brand position and thought leadership and awareness as a
market leader
Provide strategic direction to marketing channel partners for the
development of advertising campaigns, web site enhancements, email
marketing, and social marketing, along with industry and customer-centric
events to support key business priorities
Collaborate with business and channel marketing partners to refine our value
proposition and messaging platform to effectively influence prospects to

Example of Commercial Marketing Manager Job
Description
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Partner with sales and horizontal marketing teams to develop core sales
support materials including collateral and pitch book templates, brochures, to
ensure salient, customer-focused and brand compliant communications

Qualifications for commercial marketing manager

Retail or marketing/DM experience, having held a commercial finance role
previously
Currently operating at manager level
Experience of working with non-financial teams or colleagues and
communicating analysis on a regular basis
CIMA (or equivalent) qualified
Work closely with the Head of Acquisition to help align and deliver the
strategic objectives of both departments
Extract and interpret data to measure the success of DM spend on localised
and global campaigns, establishing returns on investment from various DM
channels


